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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid." 
Number of core course sections will drop 
Hencken: More 
will be added if 
they are needed 
By Jamie Fetty 
Mministration editor 
Despite a projected increase in 
enrollment for next fall, Eastern is 
offering fewer sections of required 
general education courses like U.S. 
Constitution and Composition 
and Language. 
To fulftiJ Eastern's general edu-
cation requirements, students are 
required to take a U.S. 
Constitution core class, either as 
U.S. Constitution and the Nation 
(HIS 3600) or American 
Government and the Constitution 
(PLS 1153). The history depart-
ment is cutting two sections of 
HIS 3600 and the political science 
department is cutting one section 
ofPLS 1153. 
While pledging to boost enroll-
ment by 250 next year, interim 
President Lou H encken has 
repeatedly promised to accommo-
date all those students. 
"I want everyone to know we 
will have seats for those students," 
Hencken said Tuesday, adding that 
failure to provide that would cause 
Only three landlords 
taking part in city 
rental inspections 
By Jessica Danielewicz 
Student Government editor 
A total of 14 properties repre-
senting three area landlords have 
been inspected under the new vol-
untary rental inspection program 
since the new initiative was 
created. 
The voluntary program, created 
by Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill 
with the support of the Student 
Senate External Relations commit-
tee, was started in December when 
the mayor's efforts to implement a 
mandatory rental inspection pro-
gram were not failed because a 
state Jaw blocked the initiative. 
Students living off campus 
can check a list of addresses that 
have been inspected at City Hall 
or the Student Government 
office to see which rental proper-
ties have been inspected by city 
building inspectors. 
Properties are not added to the 
list until they pass the inspection, 
jeff Finley, city planner, said 
Tuesday. Thus far, only minor 
problems have been encountered, 
and all were quickly repaired, he 
said. 
Since the program started, 89 
units from 14 addresses have 
been inspected at the wishes of 
the landlords. 
External Relations Committee 
Chair Marty Ruhaak has reported 
to the Student Senate for the last 
few weeks that there were 62 
addresses on the list, but he could 
not be reached because he was out 
of town Monday and Tuesday. In 
addition , Cougill could not be 
reached Monday or Tuesday for 
comment. 
The list will be posted at the 
Student Government's office and 
Web site and perhaps other Web 
sites as well, such as Student Life 
Web and the Parents' Club, 
Ruhaak said. 
Inspections will take place on 35 
to 40 more units over spring break, 
Ruhaak said. Finley said that num-
ber may increase further. 
Students are encouraged to ask 
the city for an inspection if they 
feel their rental property is unsafe 
or not up to code, Ruhaak said. 
Rental inspections check the gen-
eral condition of rental properties 
such as electric, wiring, plumbing 
and heating using the 1998 version 
of the International Property 
Maintenance Code, Finley said. 
City inspections are provided 
for free upon request. 
The city tried to pass a manda-
tory rental inspection program last 
fall, but could not because of the 
"home rule" stipulation of the 
Illinois Constitution under which 
only cities of 25,000 or more can 
make their own regulations. Cities 
without home rule must follow 
state regulations, which state that 
cities can only enforce a Jaw only if 
the Jaw exists in the state statutes or 
constitution. 
The city is trying to encourage 
all landlords to take part in the pro-
gram, Finley said. Landlords are 
encouraged to talk to others who 
have participated as well, he said. 
The posted list represents three 
Charleston landlords, Finley said. 
According to a landlord regis-
tration me in the Student 
Government Office, there more 
than 51 landlords in Charleston, 
owning at least 256 properties. 
See LANDLORDS Page 7 
"a one-year blip in enrollment. 
"We have to think in the long 
run," he said. 
Richard Wandling, chair of the 
political science department, said 
cuts to Eastern's budget have left 
the department short -staffed and 
unable to provide as many sections. 
"At this point, we are dropping 
from 13 positions to 12,"Wandling 
said. "It's not that anyone is going 
to get dismissed, we had a couple 
faculty retirements this year." 
Sections 
Eng.lOOl 
Hist.3600 
Pls.l153 
Total 
Enrollment 
and offered 16 
Fall Statistics 
1997 2001 2002 
69 63 61 
8 8 6 
16 11 10 
11,777 10,531 Goal: 10,781+ 
sections of impacts the department on all lev-
The department has had 13 
positions for the last three years, 
Wandling said. During 1997, the 
year of Eastern's record enrollment 
of 11 ,777, they still only had 12, 
American Government and the els, Wandling said. 
Constitution. 
Losing faculty members See COURSES Page 7 
Winter finally arrives 
Snow to end 
today, pick up 
again Friday 
By Brandi Volk 
City editor 
The winter storm that dumped 
five inches of snow on Charleston 
Monday night and Tuesday is not 
expected to stick around today. 
Light flurries are only expected 
periodically today and more snow 
showers will arrive in the area 
Friday, local weather observer 
Dallas Price said Tuesday after-
noon 
H e estimates Charleston will 
receive about two inches of snow 
during Fridays precipitation. So 
far this winter, Charleston has 
received 13 inches of snow. 
"Normally, we get 17 inches of 
snow in winter," Price said. 
Wednesday the temperatures 
are expected to rise to highs of 20 
to 25 degrees, with partly cloudy 
skies. Lows for Wednesday night 
could reach 10 degrees, said Lucy 
Phlamer from the National 
Weather Service. 
"There has been a delay of cold 
weather spilling out of Canada, 
but it finaJJy got here," Price said. 
"The moisture blowing in from 
Mexico provided the source for the 
five inches." 
T he University Police 
Mandy Marshall/Photo editor 
Charleston resident Merwyn Klehm removes snow from the sidewalks 
of a rental property he owns Tuesday morning on the corner of 9th 
street and Arthur Avenue. Charleston has now seen 13 inches of s now 
this winter, down from an average of 17 inches. 
Department had reported no acci-
dents during Tuesday, when roads were slick with snow 
and ice. 
"Roads have been OK, 85-90 percent clear," 
Quincy Combs of the Charleston Street Department 
said Tuesday. 
"Everything been pretty well, no real problems. The 
temperature got pretty cold and made it a little more 
difficult to remove snow," Combs said. "It's the wind 
out of city limits that is causing problems." 
The Illinois Department ofTransportation report-
ed Thursday afternoon Interstate 57 from Effingham 
to Champaign being "clear with slippery spots, 75 per-
cent snow or ice covered." 
Blowing and drifting snow on area roadways is to be 
expected, the National Weather Service reported 
Tuesday. 
For more weather information, students can go to 
www.eiu.edu/weather/ index.html. 
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Group serves up coffee for a cause 
Freshman elementary education major Shannon Finn, freshman middle-level education major Amanda 
Jarden, junior psychology major Stina Heldmann and senior philosophy major Sean Barth give out free sam-
ples of Cafe Campes ino fair trade coffee Tuesday afternoon in Coleman Hall. Petitions were also available for 
s tudents to s ign to bring fair trade coffee to Eastern. 
By Maura Possley 
Campus editor 
A group of Eastern students 
are campaigning for students' and 
university approval for a "little 
more expensive" type of coffee 
that gives more profits to the 
farmer and helps improve their 
"terrible" quality of life. 
T he students of the E IU Fair 
Trade Coalition have spent the 
past two months with Fair Trade 
Coffee on their minds and are 
campaigning for this non-pesti-
cide, shade-grown coffee on 
Eastern's campus. 
Chris L empa, co-chair of the 
EIU Fair Trade Coalition, and 15 
other students will be in Coleman 
H all Wednesday from 
9 a.m. to 3 p.m. to advertise the 
coffee and allow for students and 
faculty to sign their petition for 
Eastern to put Fair Trade coffee 
in all dining halls, Lempa said 
Tuesday. 
Fair Trade is a brand of coffee 
that grows coffee beans without 
pesticides and 88 percent is certi-
fied organic, which means it is 
shade-grown . Other coffee 
brands that do not grow their 
beans in the shade add extra 
chemicals to help them grow, 
Lempa said. 
In addition, with Fair Trade 
coffee, farmers receive a greater 
percent of the profits compared to 
other brands, which helps them to 
better support their family. 
Lempa said farmers receive 25 
to 50 cents per pound of beans 
with other brands of coffee, but 
with Fair Trade, farmers receive at 
least $1.26 per pound and an 
additional 15 cents if the beans 
are certified organic. 
Also a benefit for the farmers 
is that Fair Trade coffee elimi-
nates the "corrupt middlemen ." in 
coffee production and selling, 
Lempa said, so instead of middle-
men who charge "ridiculous high 
interest rates." Fair Trade farmers 
set democratically run coopera-
tives. With this system, farmers 
are the middlemen. 
Through these aspects of Fair 
Trade, farmers can get out of the 
life they spend "stuck in poverty, 
struggling to survive" and provide 
more than a "salted tortilla" for 
dinner for their families, as well as 
themselves, Lempa said. 
"We're going to improve life 
across the globe." he said. "j ust 
something we as Americans can 
do." 
However, Fair Trade coffee is 
a jump in prices compared to 
what Eastern offers currently, but 
L empa said the price is not much 
in exchange for helping the 
farmers. 
"It's the right thing to do." he 
said. "In the long run it's definite-
ly worth it." 
Actor, playwright to make tribute to Ali 
By Heather Robinson 
Activities edlor 
A portrayal of the boxing legend 
Muhammad Ali will be presented 
on campus Wednesday. 
Geoffrey Ewing will pay tribute 
to Ali at 8 p.m. in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union. 
Steve Bevill, a graduate assistant 
in the Student Life office, said 
Ewing will present a one- man 
"speaking and acting" lecture that 
will cover Ali's defining years. 
Ewing began acting in 1976 and 
has appeared on the daytime soap 
operas "Loving" and "Guiding 
Light." 
Ewing will act out excerpts from 
the play he co-wrote about Ali's life 
and comment on them dwing the 
lecture, Bevill said. Ewing's Ali play 
received the OBIE award, the high-
est achievement that can be given to 
off-Broadway plays. 
After the recent release of the 
movie, "Ali." starring Will Smith, 
Bevill commented that the 
University Board, who is sponsoring 
the event, thought Ewing's presenta-
tion would be a good way to end 
Eastern's African American History 
Month festivities. 
Ewing said the reason he per-
forms the lecture and initally wrote 
the play is because he has the utmost 
respect for Ali. 
"I don't feel that he was appreci-
ated or understood like I thought he 
should be." Ewing said. "f ve always 
respected him for his spiritual and 
humane choices he made through-
out his life." 
Ewing also mentioned that the 
movie portraying Ali didn't do him 
justice. 
"The movie was not deep 
enough," he said. "The script did not 
deal with what I see as the most 
important aspects of Alis life, his life 
beyond fighting." 
,, _____ _ 
I've always respected him 
for his spiritual and humane 
choices he made throughout 
his life. 
Geoffrey Ewing. 
_____ ,, 
Ewing commented that he wants 
the audience to gain a spark to make 
a difference in the world and a basic 
understanding about Ali after his 
lecture. 
"I want the audience to take a 
look at their own lives and how to 
change them for the better, much 
like Ali did." he said. "Ali established 
himself early in his life so that when 
he shows up to events now, he does-
n't have to say a word and is still held 
in high regard." 
Admission to the Ali presenta-
tion is free to Eastern students with 
a Panther Card and $3 for the gen-
eral public. 
today 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Workshop 
will focus on 
note taking 
By Sarah Freeman 
Staff v.riter 
Students can Jearn to improve 
their note-taking skills in a work-
shop Wednesday. 
"Take Better Notes" will begin at 
5 p.m. in Room 2016 of the Ninth 
Street Han. 
Mark May, the assistant director 
of the Learning Assistance Center, 
will be leading the workshop, giving 
students key tips on taking better 
notes in the classroom. 
Students who find themselves 
struggling to figure out the most 
effective way to take notes may ben-
efit from this workshop, May said. 
O wing the workshop, May men-
tioned that he will give helpful hints 
on how to listen, what to write down 
in students' notebooks and what 
would be important to study. 
May also encourages students to 
be a part of the workshop because 
"some information professors give in 
class is often not in the textbook." 
"Students who take poor notes 
suffer because they end up studying 
their bad notes." he said. 
May has previously taught at a 
two-year college for six years where 
he educated students how to read 
and write more effectively. 
He has also worked at other 
learning centers before joining 
Eastern's. 
"Take Better Notes" is part of a 
30-minute student workshop series 
and is sponsored by the Learning 
Assistance Center. 
The workshop is free and open to 
the public. 
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Network being updated, problems remain UB loan to 
be revisited By Maura Possley and Jamie Fetty 
Staff editors 
New computer software is in 
the midst of installation and there 
are still conflicting views on 
whether or not it will clear up 
campus network traffic. 
As of earlier this week, two out 
of the six new routers for the cam-
pus network were installed and 
more are scheduled to follow, Bill 
Witsman, acting director of 
Information Technology Services, 
said. 
Workers are currently working 
on installing the next set of two 
routers and the remaining two 
routers have yet to be delivered. But 
Witsman said there is no definite 
date for their installation. 
Accompanying the new routers 
in the network, Witsman said he 
expects the network to speed up as 
a result and the network will con-
tinue to function even faster as the 
remaining routers are installed. 
H owever, Bob Augustine, dean 
of the Graduate School and interim 
assistant vice president for academ-
ic affairs for technology, said there 
are problems with the campus serv-
er that routers won't fix. 
Augustine raised the issues 
Faculty Senate's Tuesday meeting 
where he was invited to address 
growing faculty concern over the 
impact the slow server has on acad-
emics. 
Another source of trouble is the 
university's aging cable system, 
Augustine said, which is 15 years 
old in most buildings and he added 
that none of these problems can be 
ftxed anytime soon. 
"There's going to be a stress on 
the network for a long time," 
Augustine said, calling the effort to 
remedy that "a three- to five-year 
endeavor." 
Augustine reiterated that heav-
ier-than-expected traffic caused the 
slowdown, and in turn, stress for 
himself. 
"My new drink of choice is 
mint-flavored Maalox," he joked. 
Senate members called for 
improvement of infrastructure 
before advancement of technolo-
gy, and called wiring the residence 
halls, which astronomically 
increased network strain, a 
"breakdown in planning." 
Augustine said Eastern looked 
into software that would "curtail" 
network use from the dorms during 
daytime hours, but found it too 
expensive. Eastern has also consid-
ered inviting consultation to weed 
out technological trouble spots, he 
said. 
T he routers that have been 
ordered are being installed to better 
direct Internet traffic and speed up 
the network. 
Witsman said problems arose 
when workers began to install the 
ftrSt set of two new routers on 
Feb. 14. T here was a glitch in the 
stability of the new equipment 
and the routers had to be taken 
Christy Calhoun, a junior marketing major, checks her e-mail account in 
the mini e-mail lab Monday afternoon in lumpkin Hall. Two of the s ix new 
routers have been installed. When all s ix are installed there should be 
some relief of the network traffic. 
out of the network because they 
were not stable. 
"The routers were failing to do 
their job," he said. "It's almost like 
they didn't exist on the network." 
The contracted vendor for the 
software was contacted to aid ITS 
with the equipment, which 
Witsman said is "highly sophisti-
cated," and the two routers were 
installed on Feb. 19. 
"Our network is extremely 
complex, almost 10,000 machines 
on it," he said. "To make them all 
communicate properly is fairly 
complex." 
"We've seen some improve-
ments but it's still not the way we 
like it," he said. 
Witsman said he hopes the 
remaining two routers will be 
delivered in time for installation 
over spring break because many 
students will not be on campus. 
Otherwise workers have to wait 
until the "wee hours of the night" 
to avoid disturbing students and 
faculty working on the network as 
least as possible. 
Although the routers are a tem-
porary fix to the slow network, 
Witsman said they have made no 
plans to increase the size of the 
server as a whole in the near future 
because funding for ITS plans is 
unpredictable. 
Summer schedule to be distributed Thursday 
By Jessica Danielewicz 
Student Government edtor 
The issue of forgiving University 
Board debt will be revisited at 
Wednesday's Student Senate 
meeting. 
A proposal to forgive a three-
year-old UB Joan was presented to 
the senate last week. The 
Apportionment Board voted two 
weeks ago to forgive the Joan, but the 
senate must approve the action to 
make it final. 
If the Joan is not forgiven, the 
total amount, $14,381, will be taken 
off the UB budget for next year. The 
proposed forgiveness would forgive 
the remaining amount, $11 ,346, but 
would still hold the UB responsible 
for the interest, which equals 
$3,034.89. 
The original Joan was $37,329 
because of low ticket sales to several 
entertainment events on Eastern's 
campus at the time, including Carrot 
Top. 
W hen the issue was presented last 
week, discussion lasted an hour and a 
number of concerns were brought 
up, centering around whether to hold 
the UB accountable for the debt. 
In other business, the senate will 
also vote on a bill supporting the uni-
versity influenced area portion of the 
Unified Development Code and an 
AB proposal to aJJocate $2,225 for 
the annual Recognized Student 
Organization Banquet. 
The Unified Development Code 
has been undergoing revisions for the 
past year and a half to redefine the 
dtys zoning regulations. Two major 
By Maln Possley 
Ganpus edta 
Weber said Tuesday was the "target date" but leave at 7 a.m. on Wednesday to deliver the bul- components of the university influ-
The summer class schedule, originally planned 
to be distributed Tuesday, will be available Thursday. 
William Weber, the acting director of Summer 
School would not say Tuesday why the bulletins' 
distribution has been delayed. 
This year, instead of Student Publications print-
ing the summer bulletin as it has in past years, the 
university contracted an off -campus printing com-
pany to publish the bulletins. The idea behind hir-
ing the company was a new design and layout of the 
summer bulletin, Weber said in an e-mail Monday. 
OriginaJJy, the summer bulletin was scheduled 
to be delivered Friday and inserted into 7he Daily 
Eastem Mws on Tuesday; however, for a reason 
university offidals will not disclose, the company did 
not deliver the bulletins on time. 
barring any unforeseen complications the bulletin Jetins to Eastern, 8,300 of which will go into the ence area are the relaxing ofR-2 zon-
will be out on Thursday. Thursday edition of Jhe Daily Eartem Mws. ing in the area and benefits for bust-
Weber said he didn't believe the delay would Stevens Publishing was hired by the university nesses. 
have a negative impact on the students, and said the to accompany the new design of the bulletin. "This new zone recognizes the 
bulletin will also be available soon through the reg- Weber said the new look of the bulletin is "part of universitys impact on the city of 
istration Web site and students have been welcome an overaJJ university effort to improve the quality of Charleston and effectively accom-
at the advising office to review the schedule with our publications." The catalog is designed to "make rnodates the university community 
advisors. it easier for students to find the information they and its unique needs," the bill says. 
As for the name of the publisher and cost of the need," he said. The last proposal from the AB 
publication, Weber said he would "not comment on Instead of the past newspaper design, the will aJJocate $2,225 to the senate for 
this matter at this time." schedule will be 8.5 by 11 inches with glossy front expenses of the annual RSO 
While Weber refused to reveal the name of the and back covers, Shelton said. Banquet. Expenses include catering, 
publishing company, Bob Shelton, a production Weber said he expects the bulletins to be avail- awards, entertainment and printing. 
manager at Stevens Publishing Company in able Thursday, "barring an unexpected problems at A new RSO is also up for 
Astoria said Tuesday that the 22,500 summer bul- the publisher," but would not explain why the deliv- approval at the meeting. The 
Jetins were scheduled to be delivered to Eastern on ery was delayed. Freestyle Circle, which will work on 
Wednesday. "If you need someone to blame, I take full bringing an entertainment scene to 
Shelton said the delivery truck is scheduled to responsibility for any delay," he said. campus . 
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A promise is 
• 
a prom1se 
Students may not realize the funds owed to the Apportionment Board by the University Board came from student fee money. That's right. It is the students money that was borrowed and will 
likely not be paid back. 
Three years ago someone had the bright idea to book 
Carrot Top and other weak entertainment acts. And as a 
result, the University Board 
lost $37,329. To cover its 
In the hole immediate costs, the AB 
UB should not be forgiven of its loaned the needed funds to 
mutli-thousand dollar debt. the UB and began charg-
ing interest. However, that 
interest was not so the AB 
could make money on the situation. 
The AB charged 6 percent interest to cover the rate of 
inflation and the money that would have been earned off 
of the funds if they were in a bank account for the dura-
tion of the loan. 
But after paying off about a third of the debt, the UB 
is asking for the remaining $11,000 burden to just disap-
pear. The AB has already approved the forgiveness, but it 
now sits in front of Student Senate awaiting final passage. 
Senate members were right to raise concerns about the 
loan at last weeks Senate meeting. Some fundamental 
prindples need to be considered. 
The easy choice would be to just let it slide. It is in the 
past after all. But this is the students' money, and during a 
time of severe fiscal constraint, it is apparent that $11,000 
is needed somewhere. 
Students, who are usually strapped for cash, are not 
even quick to forgive a $5 loan, let alone a multi-thousand 
dollar loan. A promise was made three years ago by the 
UB to pay back the money that was generously loaned 
when the board was in fiscal danger. 
And now, when the university as a whole is in fiscal 
danger, the UB wants to break that promise. The situa-
tion is about principles just as much as it is about money. 
Just like a person or a company cannot just walk into a 
bank they took a loan from and ask for their debt to be 
forgiven, the UB cannot expect the students to forgive 
them of its debt. 
Senate members should take the opportunity they 
have now and be the voice of the students. 
Vote to make the UB keep its promise. 
• The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News 
editorial board. 
Today's quote ,, ____________________ _ 
Money is like a sixth sense without which you 
cannot make a complete use of the other five. 
William Somerset Maugham, 
1874-1965 
_____________________ ,, 
The Daily 
astern News 
"Tell the tmth and don't be afraid." 
Slow it down 
So listen , I have been on this campus now for two and a half years, and it just keeps get-
ting worse and worse. 
I am referring to the so-
called-employees who work 
throughout the campus. I do 
not know who these people 
think they are, but they better Drew Koleno 
realize soon they are employees Guest columnist 
at Eastern. That's right ... 
Eastern, the school with two 
A's after Division 1. 
Let us first start with the children who work at our 
beloved Student Recreation Center. My Panther Card 
has a rip in that pointless black line on the back. 
Therefore, whenever my card is swiped there, it is 
"DENIED." There have been several occasions where 
the student behind the desk did not let me in. 
Are you kidding me? 
Listen, people. I am not a terrorist or some sort of 
freak. I just want the freedom to be able to shed a few 
pounds when necessary. And because my Panther Card 
has some structural damage, I cannot gain access to 
something I pay for through my tuition. So to all of you 
who work at the Rec, get off your high horse and let me 
in, so I can stop looking like one. 
Next, we enter into the library. For starters, the 
gym/library/basement gave me the creeps. I have actually 
had nightmares that took place in there. 
On top of that, the employees there are anal as well. 
One of my teachers gave us an assignment to read what 
was on reserve. So I went in there one night to pick it 
up and read it. Being the busy college student that I am, 
I forgot my ID at home. When I asked the librarian for 
the item on reserve, she said I could not take it out 
"Listen, people. I 
am not a terrorist 
or some sort of 
freak." 
without my Panther Card. So 
I told her I had simply forgot-
ten it and asked if it was 
alright if I just made some 
copies of the item on reserve 
... right in front of her face. 
She said, and I quote, "No, 
but if you have a friend in the 
building, you can use their's to 
get it out." 
Does that make any sense, 
people? I had a hard enough 
time trying to fmd a pass back 
for Stus. Now I have to fmd one for the library. Let me 
get this straight. I cannot take it out because I do not 
have a Panther Card, and I might not be a student at the 
university. H owever, if I find a "buddy" in the building, 
he can take it out and give it to me right in front of her. 
What is the point of that? Let me tell you, there is no 
point! The people at the library freak out about the 
dumbest things because they think they have power or 
control over the students. Hey guys, I am going to need 
you to calm down, realize what you are doing and make 
life easy for the rest of the normal people at this school. 
Thanks. 
In conclusion, we are in college to learn and better 
prepare ourselves for "The Real World" (Tuesdays at 9 
p.m.). We should be worrying about getting good grades 
and surviving financially, not whether we can get into 
the Rec Center or if the librarian will let us take out a 
book at the library. So to all of those big headed, power-
tripped employees on campus, do all of us a favor and 
slow it down. 
• Drew Koleno is a junior English major and a guest columnist 
for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is 
ackoleno@eiu.edu. Columns are the opinion of the author. 
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Date-rape victim's mother speaks out 
By Kenneth Bauer 
Staff writer 
Andrea Cooper stood and revisited the 
days of family vacations, attending her 
daughter's high school graduation, hearing 
her daughter excitedly tell of how she had 
met the perfect guy and ultimately, fmding 
that same daughter dead of a self-inflicted 
gunshot wound because she had been 
raped. 
child to a car wreck. Kristin was in a car 
wreck right after graduation with two of 
her sorority sisters where she rolled the car 
before eventually hitting a parked police 
car," Cooper said. "After that incident I 
thought to myself, 'Well, she made it 
through the car wreck, so she'll be OK. I'm 
not going to lose her.' I never dreamed only 
15 months later she would be dead." 
The presentation wove through the 
events telling of Kristin's break up with the 
man of her dreams through the apparent 
beginning of a drastic depression. 
"Kristin honestly believed this was the 
man she was going to marry," Cooper said. 
back from the party. 
They found Kristin dead from a self-
inflicted gun shot wound. 
A friend of the family told police to con-
tact her instead of the Coopers. Two days 
later, an officer contacted the friend and 
asked the friend, "Did you know Kristin 
had been raped while away at school?" 
After learning of her daughter's rape, 
Cooper made continuous inquires to fmd 
out what had happened to her daughter 
while away at school. Cooper ftrst learned 
Kristin had told her best friend of the rape. 
Eventually Cooper learned Kristin's entire 
sorority house knew. 
Caitlin Bullis/Staff photographer 
Andrea Cooper, a secondary survivor of her daugh-
ter's rape and suicide, speaks about dealing with 
the aftermath of a rape Tuesday evening in the 
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. Since Cooper's daughter's death, 
she has been speaking three out of four weeks a 
month. 
An audience of about 460 students 
attended the presentation titled, "Kristin's 
Story: A Story of Date Rape and 
Depression," Tuesday night in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union. The Greek Panhellenic 
and Interfraternity Council brought the 
presentation to Eastern. 
Cooper introduced her daughter, Kristin 
Cooper, to the crowd with pictures of ski-
trips and recounts of Kristin choosing the 
right college for herself. 
"Mothers usually fear they will lose a 
Cooper said Kristin eventually started 
showing signs of "getting on with life." 
Andrea Cooper and her husband, Mike, 
said goodbye to their only daughter New 
Year's Eve 1995 and went to a party with 
the understanding Kristin would be leaving 
soon for a party herself. Arriving home at 
about 2 a.m. jan. 1, 1996, they noticed 
Kristin's car was there and assumed she was 
Cooper told the audience fewer than 10 
percent of all rape victims report their rapes 
to the police. 
"Also, 30 percent of rape victims con-
template suicide. Nearly 85 percent of all 
rapes are committed by relatives, friends or 
acquaintances." 
Kristin was raped by a lifeguard cowork-
er after a party. 
Grant system may be unfair to students in public universities 
F acuity Senate plans 
to join opposition to 
IMAP process 
By Jamie Fetty 
Administration editor 
The Faculty Senate plans to join their 
colleagues at six other Illinois public uni-
versities in protesting the way some state 
grants are awarded. 
At Tuesday's meeting, the senate began 
discussing a resolution before all the faculty 
senates of state public universities concern-
ing how Illinois Monetary Award Program 
of the Damntd R 
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Dally 4:50 8:00 
Ratum To Neverland G 
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Big Fat Uar PG 
Dally 4:10 6:45 9:00 
John Q PG13 
Dally 4:00 7:00 9:45 
MOVIE MONEY -; 
tMK.ES A GRfA T G!Fn 
Av~Mable iill illY lheilre 
funds are distributed. The senate will work 
to approve the resolution, which states that 
IMAP grant distribution unfairly benefits 
students attending private universities. 
The resolution, drawn up at a meeting of 
the Council of Illinois University Senates, 
pointed out that while private institutions 
educate less than a third of Illinois' college 
students, they received better than half of 
!MAP's 2001 money. 
"In 2001, Independent Colleges and 
Universities received $178.6 million in 
IMAP awards, or 50.4 percent of the total 
$354.2 million granted ... So, 32.5 percent of 
the people got 50.4 percent of the money," 
the original resolution stated. 
The discrepancy is caused by the higher 
tuition rates at private colleges and univer-
sities. IMAP grants are given to students 
based on need, and need is assessed by com-
paring income to cost of attendance. A stu-
dent's need is greater at a more expensive 
private institution and he or she therefore 
receives more money, the resolution stated. 
The CIUS resolution asks the Illinois 
General Assembly to formulate legislation 
that would distribute IMAP funds more 
proportionally, but senate member 
Matthew Monippallil, accountancy and 
fmance professor, suggested drawing up 
suggestions for that legislation before pass-
ing the resolution, and the senate agreed to 
work toward that end at next week's meet-
ing. 
So far, six of Illinois 12 public universi-
ties have passed the resolution, Eastern is 
next in line to make the call and the rest 
have the motion on their faculty senate 
agendas, senate chair Bud Fischer, biologi-
cal sciences professor said Tuesday. 
The senate also received a visit from 
Bob Augustine, dean of the graduate 
school and interim assistant vice president 
for academic affairs for technology, who 
addressed academic concerns related to the 
slow university server that faculty may 
have. 
Augustine emphasized that he didn't 
want to discourage faculty and students 
from taking full advantage of Eastern's net-
work despite the fact that a large increase in 
traffic is the main source of the network's 
sluggishness. H e also acknowledged that 
the problem could take years to ftx. 
Rental Housing? Wednesday I s Ladies Nite @ 
If you need a place for one ... 
From one room efficiencies to one BR 
apts to 2BR units priced for one, you can 
be close or far, cheap or pricey, plain or 
deluxe, from $250-375. 
Or perhaps you have a twosome ... 
2 BR apts ranging from $190-275 per 
person, some close, some far, some 
including CATV & water, some furn ished. 
Three of you? 
A couple of houses in prime locations. Or 
check the best deal for the dollar: 3BR for 
3@ $140/person- good quality, small 
apartments - not too good to be true. 
Brittany Ridge Townhouses for 3-5 
Roomy, ale, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 
2.5 baths, 3 or 4 bedrooms. As low as 
$188-300 per person depending on term 
and number of residents. 
Call 345-4489 - Lists at 1512 A Street 
J i m Wood. ReEtltor 
-.{\ -~!'-arty· -"'sJ ~~'CJ C/- !c!. --
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Couple bringing 
coffee to the Square 
Taylor to welcome Sunset Strips 
Ribbon cutting ceremony to introduce new line of chicken 
By Brandi Volk 
City editor 
Hoping to provide Eastern stu-
dents and Charleston residents 
with a bar alternative, jackson 
Avenue Coffee is slated to open on 
Aprill. 
The coffee shop, located at 708 
jackson Ave., is owned by Ryan 
and Duley Dawson. 
"We felt like we wanted to do a 
bar alternative for students," Duley 
Dawson said. 
Although they have not done 
anything similar to this in the past, 
Duley has worked at coffee shops 
in the past in H olland, Mich. and 
in Amsterdam. 
"I just really like interacting 
with the people," she said. 
The Dawson's coffee house, 
which is being managed by Evan 
and Terah Kubicek, will have a full-
scale espresso bar, muffins, cheese-
cake, brownies, bagels and small 
lunch items such as sandwiches and 
salads. 
Checker and chess boards, com-
fortable couches and Jove seats and 
a stage are just some features that 
the house will offer. 
"Its a place people can hang 
'' It's a place people can hang out, a place people can relax 
and unwind. 
Evan Kubicek, 
manager of Jackson Avenue Coffee 
______ ,, 
out, a place people can relax and 
unwind," Evan Kubicek said. 
The Dawson's plan is to bring in 
acoustic rock bands with Celtic and 
tribal undertones. Madison Green, 
known for their drumming, will 
perform on April12. 
"We're open to anything. We 
really want to go off with what stu-
dents tell us. We really hope to have 
college students, along with meet-
ing the needs of Charleston as 
well," Dulcey Dawson said. 
However, there still is work left 
to be done. The coffee bar must be 
installed, and plumbing and electri-
cal work have yet to be completed. 
The bathroom and kitchens also 
need some upgrades, she added. 
Dawson's will be open Monday 
through Thursday 7 a.m. to 
10 p.m., Friday 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
and Saturday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
By Melissa Nielsen 
Campus reporter 
Don't call them chicken; the 
staff at the Taylor Hall was will-
ing to try something new. 
At 11 a.m. Wednesday, Taylor 
Dining Service will welcome 
Tyson Sunset Strips, a new line of 
chicken products with a ribbon 
cutting ceremony. 
Sheila Epperson, assistant 
director of student housing, said 
the ribbon will be cut on the 
Taylor side of the cafeteria 
entrance at 11 a .m . on 
Wednesday by either Mark 
H udson, director of university 
housing and dining or jody Hom, 
director of residence hall food 
service. 
From here on out, the cafeteria 
will only serve Tyson chicken 
products. 
Tyson representatives will be 
at the grand opening to pass out 
free samples of chick ribs and dif-
ferent types of chicken strips after 
the ribbon cutting to allow stu-
dents into the cafeteria. Free 
giveaways such as mugs, mug 
"huggies" and "squeezy chicken 
toys" will also be passed out by 
representatives. 
"It's all for the students," 
Epperson said. "We want stu-
dents to know about our new 
strips and have a Jot of fun at this 
event." 
Students can also top of their 
free chicken samples with a spe-
cial dessert. Epperson said the 
cooks at Taylor Hall baked a huge 
marbled cake decorated with a 
chicken and the words "Welcome 
Sunset Strips" to celebrate the 
occasion. 
The free samples will continue 
until all 10 cases - 100 pounds 
of chicken - are fmished, but 
Epperson said she hopes they will 
be able to provide free chicken 
samples until 2 p.m. when 
Taylor's lunch service closes. 
"We are really excited about 
this and tried to make this a big 
deal," she said. 
The quality of the new Sunset 
strips, which include Tyson's 
H ome Style Pepper Steak House 
Strips and Peppered Strips, are of 
much higher quality than some of 
the chicken strips served by 
Taylor dining hall in the past, 
Epperson said. 
In addition to better quality, 
she said that students will also 
benefit from Eastern using only 
_ Are you a 
Broltescholar? 
( 
il!' 
Check out our online edition's 
Scholarshi~s 
channel 
www.thedailyeasternnews.com!scholar-ships 
Tyson chicken. 
She said that before the uni-
versity bought from one prime 
food vendor, many students 
would like a certain type of 
chicken one week, but the uni-
versity could not constantly serve 
the same preferred brand. 
Eastern's new contract with a 
single food vendor should make 
food selection more uniform. 
H om said the new Tyson chick-
en selection is part of Eastern's 
prime vendor contract with Allen 
Foods. 
When the university sent out 
proposals for prime vendors, they 
asked for name brand products 
and Allen Foods agreed to pro-
vide the cafeteria with Tyson 
chicken. 
"We were happy to get Tyson 
because we know (them as a) 
leader in chicken products," she 
said. "It is a quality name brand 
and people are familiar with it." 
Tyson has always been popu-
lar with students, Epperson said, 
adding that now students will 
have a better idea of what chick-
en products they like and dislike. 
"We know now what we are 
getting and we know we are get-
ting good quality," she said. 
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Courses 
from Page 1 
"Most of the faculty are 
involved in assuming responsibili-
ty for teaching American 
Government," he said. "A drop 
from 13 to 12 has ripple effects." 
Wandling stressed that the 
department is "committed to gen-
eral education" and the American 
Government course, but must 
consider political science majors 
and graduate students. Wandling 
also cited the need to provide fac-
ulty adequate time for research. 
Generally, PLS 1153 courses 
have about 40 students, except one 
class that has about 90 in the 
Coleman Lecture Hall. Wandling 
is apprehensive about increasing 
class size, particularly since many 
of the classrooms used for the can-
not physically hold much more 
than what they currently contain. 
The history department pro-
vided eight sections of HIS 3600 
in 1997 and 2001. In 2002, there 
will be six. Anita Shelton, chair of 
the history department, could not 
be reached for comment. 
The English department sup-
plied 63 sections of ENG 100 1 for 
the fall 200 1 semester. In 1997, it 
offered 69 sections. But this fall, it 
has 61 available. 
Since three unfilled sections 
were closed last fall , 61 sections is 
an increase over last year, Dana 
Ringuette, chair of the English 
department, said. 
As far as accommodating the 
increase in enrollment, Ringuette 
said the department will "just have 
to play it by ear." 
How the English department 
would handle the jump in enroll-
ment depends on "how many stu-
dents there are, whether we have 
staff available, and whether we 
have staff." 
Ringuette said applications 
being up 40 percent doesn't say 
eed money for 
clothes? 
Sell your st uff in t he ily 
Eastern N ews and m ake 
mone ! 
much about how many students 
will actually enroll. 
"We won't know until summer 
exactly what we're looking at," he 
said. 
F allure to fill all sections last 
year is what prompted the depart-
ment to scale back, Ringuette said. 
The maximum number of stu-
dents allowed in an ENG 1001 
class is 23, Ringuette said, and that 
won't change. 
The number of sections offered 
"is not intended to be hit or miss," 
Ringuette said, but predicting 
enrollment is difficult. 
Fraun Lewis, acting assistant 
director of the Academic Advising 
Center, said the drop in some sec-
tions caused concerns for the cen-
ter. 
"The bottom line is we need to 
provide a reasonable offering for 
new freshmen. If were going to 
admit new freshmen, we need to 
service them," Lewis said. 
Lewis said she thinks the advis-
ing center could have filled all 63 
sections of ENG 1001, but the 
department elected to save some 
sections for spring semester. 
Deciding how many sections to 
offer is a guessing game, Lewis 
said. 
"It's a tough game to guess if 
you ask me," she said. 
Hencken has said he expects to 
increase next semester's enroll-
ment by 250 students. In addition, 
last month administrators said a 
higher than normal amount of 
applications had been received, 
further raising expectations that 
enrollment would increase next 
semester. 
But administrators maintain 
that next fall's actual enrollment 
can't yet be determined. 
"We haven't yet matriculated 
the number of students for next 
year," Blair Lord, vice president for 
academic affairs, said Tuesday. 
He also said class size has like-
ly fluctuated through the years; 
rrln~ reaK recllli 
E~~~ Hl~hll~h~ 
for~nlr~~~ 
however, there is no move as of 
now to increase the class sizes at 
Eastern. 
The expected increase in 
enrollment comes during a time of 
decreases in state funding. For this 
current budget, Gov. George Ryan 
has recalled about $600,000 and 
asked the university to pay for its 
employee insurance, a tab of $1.7 
million. 
Furthermore, local representa-
tives have said it looks like the cur-
rent callback in funds will end up 
also being a base budget cut for 
next fiscal year. 
University administrators have 
said they were able to locate the 
call back funds in non-academic 
areas such as deferred mainte-
nance accounts and by lowering 
the heat in campus buildings by 
two degrees. They have also said 
Eastern will be saving money by 
not filling some open positions in 
the university. 
Hencken has said that the uni-
versity will do what it takes to 
make enough classes and housing 
available for the expected increase 
in students. He also emphasized 
Tuesday that sections of classes 
can still be added if needed, even 
during summer months. 
Despite the decrease in some 
general education sections, other 
departments with general educa-
tion courses have increased the 
section offerings because of the 
expected increase in enrollment. 
Most of the increases in gener-
al education section offerings 
occur in the biological and physi-
cal sciences areas. 
"As we were considering the 
schedule for the fall semester, we 
recognized there may be more 
freshmen than we had in years 
previous, so one of the things we 
did was shift resources in terms of 
scheduling from upper to lower 
division courses," Mary Anne 
Hanner, acting dean of the 
College of Sciences, said. 
Happy Birthday hun, 
Love your Roomie! 
1509 S. 2nd 
3 Bedroom Furnished apts 
Central Air, Dishwasher, 
Underground Par~ng Available 
Great Location & Rent Rates 
Call346-3583-TODAY! 
2144 11th street is one of the properties that had a volunteer inspection. 
The building has six units which were all inspected. 
Landlords 
from Page 1 
Ron Rardin, owner of Ealy's 
Real Estate Appraisal and Home 
Inspection Service and owner of 
five addresses on the list, said 
Monday his properties were rela-
tively new and had been inspect-
ed throughout the building 
process. 
Rardin said several 
Charleston landlords, including 
himself, were in opposition to 
mandating the rental inspections 
because it had not been made 
clear what standards would be 
used to inspect the properties. 
However, he said he was in favor 
of having the voluntary program, 
because it is important to be sure 
rental properties are safe. 
"Who can argue with safe, 
functional housing?" he said. 
Unique Homes Properties 
owns four of the addresses on the 
list. 
Yvette Paddock, property 
manager for Unique Homes, said 
the properties were inspected 
because they are extremely nice 
apartments and are always 
brought back to like new condi-
tion before students move in. 
Grab A Big Ass Can @ 
24 oz Bud Light Cans 
24 oz Budweiser Cans 
® ~ 24 oz Miller Light Cans 
No cover 
o--. 
ADVERTISE IN THE DEN!!! 
8 ClassifiedadV~fJJ§.igg __ we-dnes-day,-Febr-uary-27, 2-oo2 
Help wanted 
$250 a day potential bar tending. 
Training provided 1-800-293-3985 
ext. 539 
4/2 
For rent 
Nice 4 Bedroom House, 1107 
Lincoln, with appliances, base-
ment, A/C, Low utilities. Summer 
Rate-Fall 10 mos. @ $780. 345-
4030 
2127 
~S~U~M~M~E~R~~O~N~L~Y--3~~BDRM 
HOUSE 1806 11 TO ST $150 
PER PERSON 348-5032 
~~--~~~----~2128 
For Rent - 2 BR Apt. on Square. 
Partially furnished. Available 
now/Summer/Fall & Spring . Call 
3454336. 
2128 
=E-=FF=-1-=-C~IE,.,.-N-:C,.-Y,...-A-:P:-::T:-. ~LO.,...,.CA.,.,T=ED AT 
501 1/2 TAYLOR. FULLY FUR-
NISHED AVAILABLE AUGUST 
2002 LEASE A ND DEPOSIT 
REQUIRED. CALL 345-7522 
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462. 
ASK FOR LARRY. 
2128 
=E~XT=RA,...,-~N~IC'""E:-U,-P=-s=-=r.=-A"""IR=-S~2 BED-
ROOM APT CARPETED 
UNFURNISHED A/C-SHOWER. 
VERY QUIET LOCATION. 
DEPOSIT A ND LEASE 
REQUIRED. 345-7522 ASK FOR 
LARRY AFTER 5:30 345-9462. 
2128 
.,.-3-=B-=E-=D-=R-=o-=o~M.,.--A~P=-=T=-. .,...L..,.o -=-c """AT=ED AT 
202 1/2 6TH ST CARPETED, 
NEW KITCHEN, BATH W ITH 
SHOWER, A/C, WASHER & 
DRYER. CALL 345-7522 AFTER 
5 30 345-9462. 
2128 
.,.-3-:B:-::E:-::D-:R:--:0,-..,0'""M-,----,A-=P~A=-RT=M,-E=-N-=T 415 
HARRISON. $180 PER PER-
SON. 3 BEDROOM HOUSE 1810 
JOHNSON. 348-5032. 
-:-::--,.----------,-.,...~2128 
6 Bedroom house; 2 bedroom 
apartment attached to house. 
Both furnished, 11 month lease, 
No Pets. 1415 9th St. Call Zac 
348-8994. 
~-=----...,,---.,...,------2128 
For Rent, Girls Only: 1, 2, 3, 
Bedroom Apt. Across from 
Buzzard. Year lease. Call 345-
2652. 
.,.--~,..------,...--------2128 
3 bedroom, newly remodeled. 
1409 9th st., 2nd floor. MUST 
SEE!! $300/month. 'UTILITIES 
INCLUDED' No pets. Call 708-
386-3240 
,...----~-------,----.,---3/1 
Large 5 bedroom house for '02-
'03 school year. Large, spacious 
rooms, newly remodeled. MUST 
SEE!! No pets. # of students 
negotiable. $225/month plus utili-
ties. Call 708-386-3240 
________________ 3/1 
For rent 
OLDETOWNE APTS. 1, 2, & 3 
BDRM APTS. ALL APTS CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. PHONE 345-6533 
(OLDE). 
~--=---::---:,..,..,,..,.--~=---3/1 
For Rent Fall 02-03. 5 Bedroom 
House, 714 4th st. Call 348-1232 
or 345-7993. 
...,.---,,-----------.,...,---.,..-'3/1 
4 Bedroom House. All appiances 
within walking distance of EIU. 
Lease from Aug.2002-Aug. 2003. 
$200/student plus deposit. 347-7616 
3/1 
-1 -=-&-=-2-=B-=E=D=R-=-OO-,-M,..,AP-==Ts-=-=Fo-=-=R..,..,2002-
2003 YEAR. ALSO 3 BEDROOM 
HOUSE FOR RENT 3454602 
-,----,----,---,-...,---,----'3/1 
Very nice 2 and 3 bdnn. apts. 
Summer/fall 2002. Close to cam-
pus, DSL Internet, air, new carpet. 
$235-260 per month per student. 
235-0405 or 254-1405. 
-,-,-c-=,.--,.-=-=-,-,------,--3/1 
QUIET 3 BR House, washer/dryer. 
central air, $260/month + utilities. 
Call 345-1402. Ask for Brian. 
3/4 
~4~0-=R--=5--=B-=E=-D-=R-=-o-=o~M.,-,...,H.,...O~USE 
WITH 2 CAR GARAGE, CEN-
TRAL AIR, WID, DISHWASHER. 
LARGE YARD, EXCELLENT 
CONDITION. NEVER BEEN 
STUDENT RENTAL-MUST 
SEE!!! 1027 2ND. $300/ROOM. 
345-6210 OR 581-6367 
-,---------------.,...,.,.--.,.---3/6 
On campus apts., 1812 9th, 
behind EIU Police. 1, 3 and 4 
bdnn. Extra nice and furnished, 
laundry room, parking lot, trash 
paid. Available Aug. 2002. 12 mo. 
lease. Call for appoint. Leave 
message. 348-0673. 
.,.-::-::-,----.,.--.,.-,--,-,--.,-~3ff 
3BR house for 3-4, 1 block to El U, 
close to Stix, Krackers, etc. Ugly, 
but mechanically sound. 
$750/mo. 34 5-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
~=-=:-::=-=-=:-::=-=-=-==-=-=-=-=3/8 
~············· .. •9 M onth L ea se•
.. .. 
• F emale Housemates • 
: 1808 S. 9th St. : 
• Single & Shared Rooms • 
• C r oss Alley to M L K • 
.. . .. 
.,. U ruon .,. 
• & Health Clinic : 
• All U tilities Included ! 
AIC, Heat , Water, Trash 
"2 Teleohone Lines" 
Cable TV, D!W, WID 
3.5 Baths 
2 Frig & Extra Freezer 
C ompletely 
Fur nished 
Off Street Parking by 
Campus Police Dept. 
Local L andlord Owner 
Dan 345-3273 
~ ............. ~ 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified ad form 
Name: 
Address: 
Phone: Student: o Yes o 
Under classification of: 
Expiration code (office use only): 
Person accepting ad: Compositor: __ 
No. words I days: __ Amount due: $ 
Payment: 
Dates to run: 
Ad to read: 
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word eaCh consecutive day 
thereaner. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day anerward. 15 word minimum. 
DEADL.IIE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered itlelous or in bad taste. 
For rent 
5 Bedroom. house, 716 Grant St , 1/2 
block from Union. 10 month lease. 
No pets, trash induded. 345-2038. 
.,.-,-,::------,...-------::--'3/8 
2BR apts close to Buzzard. 
$475/12 months, water incl. Low 
utilities, A/C, coin laundry, ample 
parking. 345-44 89, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-,::-:::-.,-------,-------,..,...,-=-·3/8 
4BR house for 4 , great 1Oth Street 
location, 1 1/2 baths, a/c. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
.,.-,-,.,.-----------.,...--,--,-,-·3/8 
2BR money saver @ $190/per-
son. CATV & water incl. Don't 
miss it. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
.,.-,-,=----~=~~...,---..,..,..,.3/8 
3BR apts, BEST DEAL for $$$ for 
3 persons. Good Modem Bldg, 
ale. $140/person. 34 5-44 89, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
.,.-,-,.,.----,-.,-,.,.-.,...,-,..,-----=-·3/8 
2BR apt, 1/2 block to Rec Ctr. 
CATV incl, central ale, some bal-
conies. $230/person. 3454489, 
Wood Rentals, J im Wood, 
Realtor. 
3/8 -=-B-=-R=ITT=A.,...N""'Y---=R.,.,ID,..,G""E=-T=o""W~N--H-,-OU. S-
ES for 3-5 persons. Unbeatable 
floor plan, 3&4 BR, deck, central 
ale, washer/dryer, dishwasher, 2 
1/2 baths. From $188-$251/per-
son. 345-4489, Wood Rentals, 
Jim Wood, Realtor. 
-,.,---::-,:=-::-::-.,...,-=:-::----'3/8 
ONE PERSON APTS to preserve 
your privacy. A variety from $250-
$375/month. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
~=-=-=--=---=.,...,.--=--=-:=-=-=-·3/8 
LARGE, CLEAN ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS. VERY NICE. 1431 NINTH. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST. 348-0209. 
.,...--.,......,------,--,--.,...,.------,--·3/8 
Five bdnn 2 bath home close to 
campus. CIA, WID trash included. 
No pets $1250/month. 345-5037 
=--::---...,.,--,----,----,-,-...,..,-·3/8 
For Rent, 3 blks from Old Main 3 
bdnn, waher/dryer, dishwasher 10 
month lease $250/each for 3. 2 
bdnn for 2 $275/each 549-7242. 
_________________ .3/8 
For rent 
1 1/2 BLOCKS NORTH OF OLD 
MAIN ON 6TH ST. 1 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS, LOW UTILITIES, 
INCLUDES LAUNDRY FACILITY 
AND GARBAGE SERVICES. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15, 2002. 
CALL 348-8249. 
.,.-.,....,.--~---,---,--...,-,...---3/23 
2 Bedroom Apt for 2-3 people . 
Includes heat, water, t rash. 
$500/month. 897-6266. 
.,.-...,,-,-------,--------,--.,--4112 
2 Bedroom unit now available for 
Fall 2002. Good Location just 
North of Morton Park . 
$450/month; tenant pays all utili-
ties. 897-6266. 
.,.-.,....,.--~----------,-...,-4/12 
3 Bedroom house available for 
Fall 2002; tenants pay all utilities . 
811 11th street. 897-6266. 
---,,-----.,------,,-.,...,.,.-.,...--4112 
4 Bedroom house for 3-4 people. 
Recently remodeled. Tenants pay 
all utilities. For Fall 2002. 954 4th 
street. 897-6266. 
-=-=-------::-:-,.,.-,...,,.-,.,...,----.,-4112 
4BR House 1520 10th Very NICE. 
Stove/Frig. Wash/Dry. 
Dishwasher. CIA. 4 people-
$250ea 345-5088 
~=----,--,,-,-...,---,-,--,-~oo 
5BR Apt 1 Blk from Stix-3 from 
EIU Stove/Frig. Wash/Dry. Partly 
Fum. Trash Pd. NICE. $250ea 
345-5088 
-=-=-------::-:-,.,.-::----:--::.,.-.,...,.-~00 
4BR House 1020 7th 2 Full Baths. 
Stove/Frig. Washer/Dryer. 4 peo-
ple-$250ea 345-5088 
-,-,-----,=,-,----,-.,.,...--~oo 
Unique 2BR Apt 2 Blks from 
Campus. Sunken Living Room. 
Stove/Frig. Fum. Trash Pd. 
$275ea 345-5088 
-.,...-~---=-=----:---:--::---~00 
Unique 1 BR Loft 2 B ks from 
Campus Furnished. Lg. Kitchen. 
Stove/Frig. Skylight. Trash Pd 
$400. 345-5088 
.,-,-,--.,..-.,-::--,--,..-.,...=--::-=----=~00 
BRAND NEW, LARGE 4 BED-
ROOM, 2 BATHROOM APTS. 
ON EDGAR DR. 
WASHER/DRYER INCLUDED. 
AVAILABLE FOR FALL. 
$275/PERSON. 348-1067 
For rent 
2 3 BR Duplexes available June 
1st. $250 each and $200 each. 
Water and trash included. Not 
close to campus. Call 232-0656 . 
,---,---,--,::-,--,...,.~-::-----00 
Leasing for Fall 2002. Several 1 
bedroom apts, efficiency apts and 
a 3 bedroom house all within 
walking distance to Eastern. Call 
348-0006 
---==---=-----:----:---:---:...,....--00 
1 BR apt. furnished/unfurnished. 4 
location. 1041 7th St., 93614th St., 
4061/2 6th St., 1542 4th Street. 
$350-$500/mo. No pets 345-7286 
-,-----...,.---------.,.--::-::-~00 
Away from campus, 2 BR fur-
nished/unfurnished. Very nice, 
spacious, 106 W Jackson, 124 
5th, 210 6th, no pets, 345-7286. 
.,.-.,...::-::-...,.--:,.-,----~-,---.,...-00 
2 BR fumished/unfumished apt. 
Great location, laundry, all elec-
tric, ale, off street parking. 1041 
7th St., no pets, 345-7286. 
~-::,...---,,.-.,...-,----------~00 
2 BR unfurnished apt, very nice, 
all electric, ale, off street parking, 
1530 1st. No pets 345-7286. 
.,.--::-::--,--,--~---------00 
3 BR furnished apts, ale, very 
nice, 1051 7th St & 406 1/2 6th St. 
Parking, no pets, 345-7286. 
...,---~~--.,...,..----------00 
2 BR townhouse apartment. 
Furnished. Trash pick-up ind uded. 2 
blocks from campus. Call 348-0350 
.,.,-,-:-:...,...,.--,~,-,--.,...-,-----oo 
Fall 2002 - 2 BR furnished apart-
ment. Low utilities. 10 month 
lease. Near campus. 345-5048. 
___________________ 00 
For rent 
Upperclassmen/Graduate Students. 
SINGLE EFFICIENCY APART-
MENT.Avaiable for 2002 school year. 
Quiet neighborhood. Close to cam-
pus. Furnished. Utilities included. 10 
or 12 month lease.$320. 345-7678. 
00 
-=-s =EI"'T"'S,..,I N.,-G:-:E=-=R~-.,-A=-PA--R::-:T=-:M"""E=-N.....,TS 
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF 
OLD MAIN. NOW LEASING 
SUMMER 2002 and FALL 2002-
2003. APARTMENTS COM-
PLETELY FURNISHED-HEAT 
AND GARBAGE ALSO FUR-
NISHED. 3 MONTHS AND 9 
MONTHS. CALL 345-7136. 
.,---.,-.,.----,-.,---::,-------,-00 
Near Morton Park. Three students 
needed to lease large 3 bedroom 1 
1/2 bath house for 2002103 school 
year. Central air, large yard, base-
ment, garage, washer and dryer. 
Available August 15th. Deposit and 
last month's rent at signing. No 
pets 345-6370. Leave message. 
----.,......,-,-----,--,..-.,...,.....,----00 
Lease NOW to July - 2 Bedroom 
unfurnished apartment w/garage. 
Close to Campus - Stove, Refrig, 
dishwasher, 1 car garage. 
Trash/water paid. Two Adults 
$250 each per month. 955 4th 
Street. Call348-7746 
00 
..,..AV."""~...,..LAB---=--LE=-J--AN.,....,...U~ARY=--2002=-=-=-,..:-LAR-=-GE 
2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
LOCATED NEXT TO THE BUZZARD 
BUILDING. RECENTLY RECARPET-
ED. FOR LEASING INFORMATION 
CALL 348-0157 OR 581-3681 or 
YNMI.Ianma~.com. 
___________________ 00 
LI NcoLN w 00 D pIN E TR EE ApT s I 
TERRIFIC APARTMENTS 
345-6000 
2219 S . 9th St. Apt. 17 & 2020 lOth St. 
Good selection of apartn1ents still available! 
Campus Clips 
LASO (l atin American Student Organization) Loteria tonight at 7 pm at the 
AfrO-American Culture Center. Hispanic Bingo! Game Boards Free! Many Prizes! 
B Business meeting tonight at 5:30pm in the Charleston/Mattoon room . 
Everyone is welcome. 
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Lent worship. Wednesday night at 7pm at 
Immanuel Lutheran Church. Join us in meditative worship as we continue our 
Lent theme: By our hands,for our sake. 
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CAMPUS MINISTRY Student Bible study is tonight at 
Bpm in the Immanuel Lutheran Student Center. Join us for an enjoyable study of 
Christ's Passion. This week's discussion focuses on obedience. Refreshments 
are served too! 
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0116 
A CROSS 
1 Read (through) 
5 Guanaco's 
cousin 
10 Singing style 
14 Harbinger 
15 See 70-Across 
16 "Heaven forbid !" 
17 Like most of 
Aeschylus' 
plays? 
20 Quaker 
21 Like a mandolin 
22 Diplomatic to-do 
24 Tum one way 
25 Position 
28 Breakable things 
30 Dojo teaching 
35 God defeated 
twice by 
Hercules 
37 Response to 
"Shall we?" 
39 Paris, to Romeo 
40 Round cameo? 
43 Sacred text 
44 Caffeine-rich nut 
45 Lawn sculpture, 
maybe 
46 Says unpleas-
antly 
48 Marrow 
50 Govt. org. that 
employs mathe-
maticians 
51 Triumphant cry 
53 Goon 
55 201, e .g . 
60 Bump result 
64 Students' objec-
tions to a big 
exam? 
ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE 
66 Walt Kelly cre-
ation 
67 Promotional 
campaign 
adjunct 
68 Unwanted 
e-mail 
69 Check 
70 With 15-Across, 
1950's "Tonight 
Show" host 
71 Daly of "Judging 
Amy" 
DOW N 
1 Bolt (down) 
2 Omnia vincit 
3 TV'sArnaz 
4 Log 
5 Crow's-nest 
s ighting 
6 M.L.K.'s hon-
orary deg. from 
Yale 
7 Skiing mecca 
8 Fred or Ethel of 
"I Love Lucy" 
9 Hooded jacket 
10 Presently 
-~~~~;.~ 11 Pertonm a ba r 
dare 
~1-:-+11-!-14-l~iii ~*H:-I~iil ~+=-+*~ 12 Sister of King 
Arthur 
..... 13 M rs . Lincoln's -~~=-1111!1 maiden name 
~~'*~~~~ 11!11.:::+~:;=+~~!-1 18 Shrub that y ields 
ind igo 
.:H-*.~::-1 19 Mozart's "Le 
Nozze d i 
23 Fine-tune 
25 Game with a ball 
26 Betelgeuse's 
constellation 
27 Hall of Fame 
catcher 
29 Barbershop 
band 
31 Improvised bit 
32 O f interest to 
b ird-watchers 
33 Anklebone 
34 Tennis p layer 
Dementieva 
36 Rocky outlook 
38 Gymnast's feat 
41 Loosen, in a 
way 
42 1940's Holmes 
player 
47 Features before 
main features 
49 Smart 
52 Concede 
54 Ta lk show inter-
v iewee 
55 Concert gear 
56 Laugh _ 
57 Margin 
58 Speck 
59 Foil alternative 
61 1960's Cosby 
show 
62 Satirist Freberg 
63 Salinger heroine 
65 "6 Rms Vu" 
{play) 
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U.S. wants to prosecute militant in Pearl killing 
WASHINGTON (AP) - U.S. 
officials quietly discussed options 
Tuesday for filing criminal charges 
in the United States against Islamic 
militant Aluned Omar Saeed Sheikh 
in the killing of Wall Street Joumal 
rep01ter Daniel Pearl. 
They agreed to delay any action 
until Pakistan decides whether to 
send Saeed to the United States. 
Govemment officials, speaking 
on condition of anonymity, said 
prosecutors still must decide which 
charges would be filed and where. 
Amongjwisdictions under consider-
ation are New York, New Jersey, 
n01them Virginia and Washington, 
where Saeed was secretly indicted in 
November in the 1994 kidnapping 
of another American, Bela Nuss. 
A decision on criminal charges 
and venue could come as early as 
this week, officials said. Affecting 
any announcement is Pakistan's 
decision whether to send Saeed 
under an informal procedure that 
would not require extradition for-
malities. 
Pakistan previously has sent 
criminal suspects to the United 
States under such a procedw·e, called 
"rendering," since the two nations 
do not have a formal extradition 
agreement. But with sensitive diplo-
matic negotiations under way, U.S. 
officials have been careful to note 
that Pakistan also wants to prosecute 
Saeed there. 
About one dozen FBI agents 
have been in Pakistan for weeks 
working with Pakistani police to col-
lect evidence about Pearl's kidnap-
College student attacks mascots 
HUTCHINSON, Kan. (AP) -
A dar·e from friends appar·ently led 
a cormnunity college student to 
chase after and tackle two cos-
tumed mascots after a basketball 
garne. 
Nathaniel Winston, 18, is 
charged with tv.•o counts of misde-
meanor battery and is free on 
$1,000 bond pending an appear·-
ance Friday in Municipal Cowt. 
The alleged attacks happened 
Satw·day, after a garne betv.•een 
Hutchinson Collllllunity College 
and Colby Community College. 
The mascots - a bear played by 
Gerald Devine, 39, and an orange-
headed boy played by Devine's 
son, Jeremy, 14 - were walking in 
a hallway at the Hutchinson Sports 
Arena when Winston attempted to 
tackle the elder Devine, Police Sgt. 
Lee Fesler said. 
When Dev ine was able to fight 
him off, Fesler said, Winston 
rushed Jeremy Devine - pushing 
several children aside in the process 
- and slalllllled the teen-ager to 
the floor, police said. 
The younger Devine refused 
tr·eatment for chest and leg injw'ies, 
Fesler said. 
"The excuse he gave us for the 
first one was he thought it was a 
classmate," Fesler said. "He never 
did explain the other one, though." 
ping and subsequent murder, offi-
cials said. 
The White House repeated 
Tuesday that it wants Saeed to stand 
trial in the United States in Pearl's 
killing, and U .S . Ambassador 
Wendy Chamberlin said she was not 
disappointed after discussions with 
Pakistani President Per'Vez 
Musharraf. She would not give 
details of the talks and said no reso-
lution was inuninent. 
Mushan-af talked by phone with 
Secretary of State Colin Powell after 
meeting with the ambassador, State 
Department spokesman Richar·d 
Boucher said. 
"We want to see (Saeed) in U.S. 
custody for the crimes he has com-
mitted against Americans," Boucher 
said. "The Pakistanis ar-e examining 
the request (to send Saeed to 
America), and we will try to bring 
our request to a conclusion." 
White House spokesman Ari 
Fleischer said U .S. officials will 
respect Pakistan's right to handle its 
criminal case against Saeed. 
Group: Teenagers admit 
to binge drinking often 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Near·ly a third of high school students say 
they binge drink at least once a month, according to a new report by an 
advocacy group. The goverlllllent estimates underage drinkers account for 
11.4 percent of all alcohol conswned in the United States. 
"Underage drinking has reached epidemic proportions in Amer-ica," 
said Joseph Califano Jr., president of theN ational Center on Addiction and 
Substance Abuse at Colwnbia University, which issued the report Tuesday. 
The report, which analyzes two years' resear·ch, " is a clar·ion call for 
nationalmobiliza.tion to cw-b underage drinking," said Califano, a former 
U .S. secretary of health, education and welfar·e. 
Classifiedadv~r!i2iD.g ___ _ 
For rent 
Lease NOW to July - AVAILABLE 
FALL 2 Bedroom Unfurnished 
Apartment. Stove, Refrig, A/C. 
Trash paid. Two Adults $230 
each per month. 1305 18th 
Street. Call 348-7746. 
~~~~~~~~~~00 
AVAILABLE FALL - 2 Bedroom 
Furnished & Unfurnished Apts. 
Stove, Refrig,AIC, Trash paid. Two 
Adults $230 each Unfurnished/ 
$250 each Furnished. 2002 S 12th 
Street. Call 348-7746 
~~==~~~~~~~00 
NICE STUDIO 1, 2 AND 3 BED-
ROOM APARTMENTS, FUR-
NISHED. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
AND BUZZARD. SEPARATE 
LEASES, POOL, VOLLEYBALL 
COURT AND LAUNDRY. LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE. 345-0000. 
~~~~~~~~~~00 
2002/2003 SCHOOL YEAR. NICE, 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, UNFUR-
NISHED HOUSES. NO PETS. 
$275 PER MONTH PER PERSON. 
12 MONTH LEASE. 34fr3148 
~~--~--~------~00 
For Rent 1 ,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus. 
Signing incentives. Call348-1479 
~--~~~~~~~~00 
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1 ,2, & 3 
BEDROOM, OFF STREET 
PARKING. NUMBER OF STU-
DENTS NEGOTIABLE. OFFICE 
345-1266 OR 346-3161. 
~--~------~----~00 Avail 11/01- June 02: • Newly 
remolded, 4 Bedroom house, 
Central Air, Off-street parking. 
Waking distance to EIU. 276-5537 
~------------~--~00 
1 bedroom apt, 1 or 2 persons, 
1542 4th st. excellent. condition, 
all electricity, c/a quiet, reserve 
parking. No pets 345-7286 
~------------~--~00 
2 bedroom apt, across from Rec cen-
ter excellent condition. all electricity, 
cia, palking. No pets 345-7286. 
~~~~~----~--~00 
APARTMENTS- 1,2,3 bdnm 
excellent location, excellent con-
dition. furnished & unfurnished. 
No pets. 345-7286 
~----------------~00 ALL GALS very clean 2 bdnm fur-
nished apt water, trash, laundry 
room all included for $260/each 
on the comer 1111 2nd St right to 
park . Daytime 235-3373 Evening 
348-5427. 
------------------~00 
For rent 
2- Large 2 Bedroom Apts, fur-
nished or unfurnished 904 7th St. 
No pets. Call 345-7286. 
~----------------~00 
Four or more students needed to 
lease large Brittany Ridge 
Townhouse for 2002/2003 school 
year. Central air, dishwasher, dis-
posal, washer & dryer. Trash paid. 
Available August 15th. No pets. 
Deposit and last month's rent at 
signing. 345-6370. Leave mes-
sage. 
~~~--------~~~00 1 ,2,3&4 Bedroom Apts. Available 
2002-2003 fall -Spring school 
year. Leases begin Aug 15,2002. 
10 &11 month leases available. 
Security deposit required. No 
pets 3&4 Bedroom units. Choice 
location, close to campus. 348-
8305 
~--~--~---------00 1-A+ House for sale 4 students 
directly across from Old Main on 
7th. 348-8406 
~--~------------~00 
Nice 1 Bedroom apartment close 
to campus. $350 per month. Call 
345-0652, leave a message. 
~~--------~~~~00 
4 BR house at 1218 Division, 
across the street from Morton 
Park. $220 each. Day: 235-3373. 
Evening: 348-5427. 
00 
.,--N-=E,..,.W.,--1-,B"'E::-:D=---:A-=P,..,A-=R-=T,.--M-=E.,...N=T-=-s 1 
BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN 
ON 6TH STREET. Central heat 
and ale, laundry facility, 
includes trash service. Perfect 
for serious students or couples. 
Available August 15, 2002. Call 
348-8249. 
.,...,---,-----,-,-----...,--,,--4112 
2 bdnm, 1409 14th st. 2-3 person, 
10/12 month leases available. 
348-76981v mang. 
.,..,.,--,-----------------,-3/5 
Efficiency Apartment available 
August 15. $340/mo. Includes all 
utilities. Close to campus. Off 
street parking, carpeted, Air con-
ditioned. 1 year lease. No pets. 
No smoking. 345-3232, Days. 
_______________ __;318 
For sale 
Older model Packard Bel with pentilrn 
processor, includes monror <m print-
er. For more ink> call Kari 345-6397 
------------------~27 
For sale 
Playstation 2 for sale with 2 con-
trollers and memory care for 
$230, in great condition. Games 
and DVD's also available. Call 
348-0665 for more info. If no one 
answers please leave a message. 
~--=-...,---,--...,....,.--,-----,-.,..,.-'3/1 
For Sale, Mobile home $4500 lot 
#1 1 Long acres estate 
Charleston, IL (217) 728-4678 
_________________ .3/5 
Roomates 
Female Roommate needed. Extra 
nice, Large 2 BR Furnished. 
$250/month indudes water. Reserved 
parking. Aug 02-May 03. 345-0738 
.,....-----------.,-----::-=-,-'~28 
2 roommates needed, 4 BR house, 
almoston campus 19199th St.10 
or 12 mo. lease, $220/mo. 258-
0661 or 348-3364 after 7 OOpm 
------------------·~28 
ooor£SBURY 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
Roomates 
Must rent ' rice house, OOse b cern-
pus, 1 room available for spl'rg semes-
ter, 2 br summer <OJ fall $17&\nonth + 
shared ldties. 348-3968 
~-------------,,---318 
Roommate wanted - Brand new 
apartment. Low utilities. 3 bed-
room/one bathroom. Live with 2 
gins. Call Kathy at 581-5586. 
_________________ 3/20 
Sublessors 
NEEDED: SUBLESSORS FOR 
SPRING 2002(2 LARGE 2 BED-
ROOMAPTS) LOCATED ON 9TH ST. 
MID-CMf'US. FULLY FURNISHED, 
INDIRECT WALL LIGHTING, 
CERAMIC llLED LMNG ROOMS 
AND KITCHENS AND SKY LIGHTS. 
FOR ADDITIONAL LEASING INFOR-
MAllON, CALL 348-0157 OR 581-
3681 orWMV.~.com. 
------------------~02 
Sublessors 
Sublessor needed for large 1 bdnn. 
apt available now until July. Low 
utilities. $250/mo. call 348-3096. 
__________________ 2~8 
Personals 
Marcie of Kappa Delta- Here's to 
hoping your nose feels better1 You're 
a crazy Kay-Dee lady! AOT N ki 
Learn to read commercials and ads 
from Peter D, on of the nation's 
leading experts on media literacy. 
Thursday, February 28 at 9am, 
11am, 2 pm and 7pm presentation. 
MLK Jr. Union Grand Ballroom. 
-=-----=-------------2~8 Stop Smoking this semester. 
Contact Nicole at 581-7786 before 
March 4 to learn about EIU's 
Student Smoking Cessation Clinics! 
________________ 3/1 
Announcements 
WANTED: Uneducated 
Consumers Taken in By Slick 
Advertising. Come discover why 
you buy the brands with the cool 
ads! Thursday, February 28, 
2002. 9:30 am, 11am, 2pm and 
7pm presentations. Grand 
Ballroom, MLK Jr. Union. 
,..,..,..-----------~~~·~28 
Want to quit smoking? Contact 
Nicole at 581-7786 for infonmation 
on the March-April Smoking 
Cessation Clinics 
3/1 
""s=-PR=-I.,...N-=G~B=R-=EA..,..K,-S,...U-:P=-=E=-=R,.......,.SPE-
CIAL Panama City and Daytona 
Beach Save from $79 per person 
per week. Draft Beer Deal! 
Contests! Beachfront in middle of 
action. Info and reservations. 1-
800-962-8262 Book 9 friends-you 
go-go free! !! 
_________________ 3/4 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
PONALP KNEW HE 
WASOUTOFTHf WILL 
WHEN UNCLE SCROOGE 
ANNOUNCEI> HIS 
ENGAGEMENT TO 
ANNA NICOLE SMITH 
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sports 
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Blues lose Tkachuk 
for at least a week 
VANCOUVER, British 
Columbia (AP) - St. Louis Blues 
f01ward Keith Tkachuk will miss 
at least a week because of a deep 
thigh bruise he got playing for 
the United States at the 
Olympics. 
Tkachuk started the gold-
medal game on Sunday, but was 
forced to watch the last two peri-
ods of his team's 5-2 loss to 
Canada when the injwy flared up 
in the first period. 
He rejoined the Blues in 
Vancouver on Monday night, but 
flew back to St. Louis Tuesday 
moming for fiu1her tests. 
" It looks like we'll have to 
give him a little rest here and get 
a clear idea of the extended peri-
od that he will have to be off the 
ice," Blues coach Joel 
Quenneville said. 
Quenneville described the 
injwy as being like a "charley-
horse" and added that fluid has 
built up around the thigh muscle 
and up toward Tkachuk's groin 
area. 
"He's been unable to really 
exeit his stride," he said. "We'll 
count him out for this week." 
Besides tonight's contest in 
Vancouver, Tkachuk, who leads 
the Blues with 29 goals and 58 
points, will miss key inter-con-
ference games in Calgary on 
Thmsday and Edmonton on 
Saturday. 
St. Louis then has fow· days 
off before hosting the Minnesota 
Wild March 7. Quenneville 
hopes to have his leading scorer 
back by then, but admitted the 
Blues would miss the power for-
ward, who is tied for fifth in 
goals in the NHL. 
Williams out for 
now as NBC com-
mentator 
TRENTON, N.J. (AP) -
Jayson Williams is out for now 
as an NBA analyst for NBC 
Sp011S. 
The fonner NBAAll-Star has 
been charged with second-
degree manslaughter in the 
shooting death of a limousine 
driver. Williams sw1·endered to 
authorities Monday and is free 
on $250,000 bail. 
"NBC Sports and Jayson 
Williams have reached mutual 
agreement that it's best for 
Jayson to focus on his personal 
issues and to not be on the air 
until those issues are resolved," 
the netv.•ork said Tuesday. 
The case against Williams 
probably will not be resolved 
quickly. A prosecutor said he 
does not expect to present the 
case to a Hunterdon County 
grand jwy for several months. 
In his first season with NBC, 
Williams is known for his 
humorous style. 
Marv Albeit, NBC's lead 
NBA play-by-play announcer, 
was fired by the network within 
homs of pleading guilty to 
assault and batteiy in 1997. He 
had continued to work for NBC 
after being indicted that May. 
Albeit retwned to NBC in 1999. 
Providence's 
Linehan breaks 
NCAA steal record 
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP) -
With fom steals in the first half 
against No. 22 Miami on 
Tuesday night, Providence point 
guard John Linehan became the 
NCAA career steals leader with 
377. 
Linehan intercepted an out-
of-bounds save by Miami for-
ward Darius Rice with a minute 
remaining in the first half to 
break the record previously held 
by former Friar Eric Mmdock. 
The record-breaking peifor-
mance by Linehan was the lone 
highlight in an otheiwise lack-
luster half as Providence trailed 
45-27 after 20 minutes. 
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Jordan to have surgery 
WASHINGTON (AP) 
Hobbled throughout his comeback 
by a painful right knee injmy, 
Michael Jordan is taking a break to 
have arthroscopic surgery. 
Jordan was placed on the injured 
list Tuesday for only the second 
time in his career. 
He will have to miss at least five 
games, starting Wednesday night at 
home against Portland. 
"Michael is very disappointed," 
Washington Wizards coach Doug 
Collins said Tuesday. "Michael has 
not been right since the All-Star 
break. So much of what we do 
depends on him and his energy. H e 
hasn't been himself. He's been hurt-
ing. He's down about that." 
The prognosis won't be known 
until the team physician, Dr. 
Stephen Haas, performs the 
surgery. 
Jordan committed to play two 
seasons when he returned to the 
court last fall. 
"H e's got to go in there and just 
find out what's causing the irrita-
tion and why his knee is continuing 
to swell," Collins said. "And 
depending on how much work he 
has to do, that will be the deciding 
factor in how long Michael will be 
out. 
"I think (the surgery) would give 
him hope for next year. I think he 
knows that if he didn't have this 
done, he wouldn't be able to contin-
ue to play. More and more, the 
swelling is coming back. There's 
something in there that's irritating 
his knee to make him have the 
swelling." 
Jordan's right knee has been giv-
ing him problems since he began 
workouts a year ago in preparation 
for his second comeback. 
The injury initially was diag-
nosed as tendinitis, and he had fluid 
drained from the knee at least three 
times, most recently before a game 
at Miami on Saturday. He also 
banged the knee in a collision with 
teammate E tan Thomas 2 1/ 2 
weeks ago. 
"If it's a cleanup, hopefully he 
could be back," Collins said. "If it's 
something a little more severe, then 
we'll have to wait and see. You can't 
just keep sticking a needle in that 
joint and draining out fluid and 
then try to play. That's going to 
continue to irritate that joint." 
Skating chief criticizes award decision 
PARIS (AP) - The president of 
the French skating federation called 
the decision to award a second 
Olympic gold medal to Canada in 
the pairs competition "total non-
sense." 
D idier Gailhaguet, returning 
from the Winter Games in Salt 
Lake City, also insisted Tuesday 
that there was no wrongdoing on 
the part of either French judge 
Marte-Reine Le Gougne or the 
French skating federation. 
"We were dirtied in a media 
affair without precedent," 
Gailhaguet said. 
Le Gougne sparked one of the 
biggest controversies in O lympic 
skating history this month when 
she cast a crucial vote in favor of 
Russians Elena Berezhnaya and 
Anton Sikharulidze over 
Canadians Jamie Sale and David 
Pelletier. The Russians won S-4 
despite an obvious technical error. 
Le Gougne at first said shea 
been pressured into voting for the 
Russians by Gailhaguet - apparent-
ly in a vote-swapping deal to assure 
a victory in ice dancing for the 
French couple, Marina Anissina 
and Gwenda! Peizerat. But then 
she recanted that story and said she 
had voted honestly and with her 
conscience. 
Canadian judge Benoit Lavoie 
was quoted in Tuesday's editions of 
Le Journal de Montreal as saying 
that Le Gougne "confessed to not 
having had a choice in favoring the 
Russian couple." 
Lavoie added that Le Gougne 
also "implicated Didier Gailhaguet 
as the source of this pressure." 
And he denied the French 
judge's accusation that he lobbied 
colleagues to favor Sale and 
Pelletier. 
'Big Hurt' back from big hurt in arm 
T UCSON, Ariz. (AP) - Frank 
Thomas marked his first look at 
live pitching since he tore his right 
triceps last April with an RBI sin-
gle in an intrasquad game 
Tuesday. 
And while it was just a game 
against his own pitchers, Thomas 
was clearly pleased at how he felt 
during his three at-bats. 
"I was glad to be back to what 
I do best," Thomas said. "I have a 
new sense of appreciation." 
Getting a hit in an intrasquad 
TOPOf·&&OC 
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Atmoshere! 
game and some sunny words 
afterward may not seem like much 
- until you remember last season. 
This is, after all, the same play-
er who checked into camp last 
season, unpacked his bag, took a 
physical, expressed his displeasure 
with his contract and left camp for 
six days. 
Add to that his father's death, a 
season that lasted all of 20 games 
and derogatory comments from 
former teammate David Wells, 
and it's easy to see why Thomas 
wants to put the whole thing in 
his rearview mirror. 
T he 6-foot-5, 270-pound 
Thomas is even admitting he was 
a "grump" last season, something 
he doesn't want to repeat. 
"I don't want to be a special 
interest story anymore," he said. "I 
want to help these guys win." 
Thomas even sounds resigned 
to the fact that the contract that 
made him angry enough to leave 
camp last season is going to be 
around for a while. 
UJtique HC71ttttS 
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First-time excitement 
to watch a Bulls' game 
Racers play with emotion 
Murray State attributes success to preparation, attitude 
W hen the Bulls traded away their top two scor-ers and their leading 
rebounder to the Indiana Pacers last 
week, I was a bit skeptical. 
I'll admit I thought the Bulls had 
made yet another big mistake 
(remember Elton Brand who just 
happened to score 27 points and 
grab 23 rebounds Monday night). 
But now Chicago is left smelling 
like a rose; a jalen Rose. 
With the additions of jalen Rose 
and Travis Best, the Bulls are start-
ing to look like a real team. Since 
the trade, Chicago has won three 
straight, the ftrst time since jan. 5-8, 
2000. 
Many of you are saying that all of 
these wins came against bad teams. 
This is true, but a win is a win and 
you have to start somewhere. The 
Bulls actually look like they want to 
win now and I believe that they can. 
Tuesday night will be a good test 
as they go for win number four 
against the Orlando Magic. The 
Bulls have not won four in a row 
since Michael jordan was still wear-
ing red and black. 
The Bulls may not be headed to 
the playoffs this season, but I am lik-
ing the way things are looking for 
next season. The team can only get 
better as their younger players 
Women 
from Page 12 
her enough to jumpstart the 
offense, similar to the way the 
Golden Eaglettes weren't able to 
work the ball to their go-to player 
- H olt. 
Sophomore Ronesha Franklin 
was one of the few bright spots for 
the Panthers. She scored six points 
and had a game-high 12 rebounds, 
three of which came on the same 
possession. 
"Ronesha really did well in the 
Matt Williams 
Staff writer 
e-mail: cummw1 @pen.eiu.edu 
become more experienced. 
Eddy Curry and Tyson Chandler 
have seen their minutes increase and 
are fmally able to show what they 
are capable of. Both have shown 
promise in the past three games. 
Second year player Marcus Fizer 
has also started to come along. He 
came away with a career high 30 
points in a win over Golden State 
on Saturday. 
The Bulls will also have the 
chance of getting another good play-
er from the draft next season. These 
are all the ingredients needed to get 
the Bulls back to the playoffs. 
Maybe it's a bit early for me to be 
getting this exdted, but for the ftrst 
time in a long time, I am actually 
looking forward to seeing the Bulls 
play. 
game on Saturday," Wunder said. 
"I thought she really played well 
against them tonight - she worked 
hard and battled in there. That's a 
strong point for her to build on 
going into the next season." 
The Panthers will have plenty 
to build on next season as four of 
its ftve starters should return. 
"I was proud of the way we fm-
ished considering how we started 
the season," Wunder said. "We 
could've just walked through the 
conference season and said, 'just 
forget it.' But I thought we played 
with a lot of heart and intensity." 
By Matt Williams 
Staff v.riter 
MURRAY, Ky. - The defending 
Ohio Valley Conference champions 
fell hard Tuesday night in the first 
round of the conference tournament. 
The Panthers (15-16, 7-9) got 
behind early and were never able to 
recover. 
The Racers (17 -12, 10-6) played 
solid defense and were helped by 
Easterns poor shooting performance. 
"Our guys came out and played 
some excellent defense," Murray 
State head coach Tevester Anderson 
said. "We worked on that a lot this 
week." 
After two close conference games 
against Eastern, the Racers looked as 
if they had the Panthers offense fig-
ured out. They came away with 12 
steals which turned into several fast -
break points. 
Men 
from Page 12 
"We've worn Henry 
Domercant out," Samuels said. 
"H e's truly a fme basketball player 
that carried us most of the season, 
but it became obvious that he was 
not going to get offensive help 
consistently. He's not only worn 
out physically, he's worn out men-
tally." 
The Racers started the game on 
a 32-6 run and never looked back. 
"I thought we came out of the 
blocks very well. We were deter-
mined to come out of the dressing 
room ready to play. We talked 
about emotion. Basketball is a 
game that must be played with 
emotion," Anderson said. "If you 
don't play with emotion, you're not 
going to be very successful. 
"Emotion creates intensity. 
Intensity wins basketball games," 
he said. "I thought our guys came 
February 28 
Run a 215 or large~ 
"Our guys did an outstanding job 
on preparing our scouting report," 
Anderson said. "Our guys utilized it 
to the best of our ability." 
Eastern junior guard Henry 
Domercant, the nation's No. 2 lead-
ing scorer, was held to just 19 points 
on 7 -of-24 shooting from he field. 
This was most in part because he 
was defended closely the entire game 
and rarely was able to ftnd an open 
shot. 
"Our guys challenged him on 
every shot," Anderson said. "We 
rotated on him a lot and we kept on 
him quite a bit. We trapped him a 
few times also." 
Eastern, playing in their fourth 
game in one week, was a step behind 
the Racers all night long. The 
Panthers tired quickly and the Racers 
took advantage of it. 
"We were the quickest team 
tonight," Anderson said. 
out of the dressing room with a lot 
of emotion and a lot of intensity. 
That's what got us out to such a 
great lead, I think." 
As for Eastern's intensity? 
"It was non-existent," Samuels 
said. "If you're talking about the 
kind of concentration we need to 
win a game like this." 
The Panthers didn't look like a 
team in the ftrst round of their 
conference tournament, but 
instead, in the fmal stretch of a 
long downhill slide. 
"It's tournament time. You'd 
think we'd be intense, but we just 
couldn't match their intensity," 
Wright said. "I don't think we were 
tired. They just flat out beat our 
butts." 
j unior center james Singleton 
led the Racers with an impressive 
25-point, 18-rebound effort. 
Senior guard justin Burdine fm-
ished with 21 points, while sopho-
more forward Cuthbert Victor had 
Einal Score 
1031 
Mlmey(17-12, 1~ 
But when it all came down to it, it 
was Murray State that just wanted 
the game more. They came out of the 
locker room strong and they finished 
the game strong. 
"We were determined to come 
out of the dressing room ready to 
play," Anderson said. 
"We talked about playing with 
emotion. Basketball is a game that 
you must play with emotion and if 
you don't play with some emotion 
you are not going to be very success-
ful." 
19. juniors Antione Whelchel and 
Kevin Paschel each fmished with 
15. 
"T here's not much to say. What 
do you say?" Wright said. "We got 
killed. It makes you put all kinds of 
hard work into the offseason so 
this never happens again." 
Anderson will take his troops 
and their arsenal to Louisville on 
Friday where they will face off 
against Morehead State, who was 
a winner over Tennessee State 
Tuesday night. 
As for the Panthers, they'll 
head back to Charleston for the 
offseason where they'll search for 
reinforcements. 
"I don't want to see us in a situ-
ation like this again. I j ust told 
them that," Samuels said. "We 
only lose one player, but I'm not 
sure that's a positive sign right 
now. I think we have to do some 
soul searching. I think we still have 
to decide we will get better." 
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Racers defeat Panthers with emotion. Page 10 
.---Panther Sports Calendar----, 
Friday: Men's Tennis at Valparaiso 
Friday: Baseball at Mississippi 
Saturday: Women's tennis at NIU 
Saturday: Men's tennis at UIC 
Saturday: Softball at SIU tourney 
Season runs out for Panthers 
Bill Ruthhart/ Staff photographer 
Sophomore Jason Wright battles a Murray State opponent Feb. 14 in Lantz Arena. Eastern's season 
was ended with a 103-561oss to the Racers Tuesday night at the Regional Special Events Center. 
Men's squad eliminated after 
103-56loss to Murray State 
By Bill Ruthhart 
Editor in Chief 
MURRAY, Ky. - It was as if an 
unarmed civilian had wandered into a 
full-fledged war zone here Tuesday night 
at the Regional Special Events Center. 
The Panthers went into a first -round 
Ohio Valley Conference tournament war 
without a single round of ammunition 
while Murray State unleashed its entire 
arsenal, for a dominating 103-56 win. 
"We had no weapons, so I got no 
comments," Eastern head coach Rick 
Samuels said following the lopsided loss. 
"By no weapons I mean . .. we had no 
one to keep them off the boards. We 
couldn't keep them out of transition. We 
couldn't make a jump shot. We couldn't 
defend them. 
"Late in the game, I'm just trying to 
keep them from scoring 100. I go to a 
zone defense, and they still penetrate the 
guts of our zone and score. We had no 
weapons." 
The Panthers (15- 16, 7-9) fired 
nothing but blanks for the duration of 
the game, shooting a miserable 26 per-
cent from the floor, includingjust 12 per-
cent from three-point range. 
"It's a horrible loss. There's no way 
they're 40 points better than us," sopho-
more guard Jason Wright said. "We had 
no rhythm tonight, no chemistry. We 
had no answers for everything they had. 
We were a step slow all the way around." 
Junior H enry Domercant, who fin-
ishes as the season as the nation's No. 2 
scorer, averaging 26 points per game, fin-
ished with a team-high 19 points, but 
shot just 7 -of-24 from the field, includ-
ing a 2-for-10 effort from three-point 
range. 
"I think we did an outstanding job on 
H enry Domercant," Racer head coach 
Tevester Anderson said. "He had 19 
points, but for him 7 -of-24 from the 
field is not very good at all." 
As has been the case for nearly the 
entire season, Domercant had absolutely 
no consistent scoring support from his 
teammates. The next highest scorers 
were sophomore center Jesse 
Mackinson, junior guard Craig Lewis 
and freshman forward Andy 
Gobczynski, all of whom finished the 
game with just six points. 
Forward Todd Bergmann, the team's 
lone senior, finished his final game at 
Eastern with no points and an 0-for-4 
shooting effort while junior guard JR. 
Reynolds shot a horrific 1-of-14 from 
the field. 
His only bucket was a three-pointer 
late in the game, the only one he made in 
eight attempts. 
See MEN Page 11 
Women's basketball season unravels against Golden Eaglettes 
By Nate Bloomquist 
Associate sports editor 
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. - The women's bas-
ketball season unraveled in one series Tuesday 
night in Tennessee Tech's Eiben Center as the 
Panthers were eliminated from the Ohio Valley 
Conference Tournament with a 67-43 loss in 
the first round. 
With just under six minutes left in the first 
half, the Panthers missed a trey that would've 
cut Tennessee Tech's lead to two points. 
Instead, Golden Eaglettes' freshman Tynisha 
Alexander made a three-point play to increase 
Tennessee Tech's lead to eight after Eastern's 
long-range attempt drew only air. 
The Golden Eaglettes went on a 9-0 run 
which Eastern couldn't never recover from. 
"T hat has kind of been the story of our sea-
son," Panther head coach Linda Wunder said . 
"We didn't handle the ball very well. We had 14 
turnovers in the ftrst half. I'll give some credit to 
Tennessee Tech, but they didn't do anything we 
didn't expect them to do." 
It was the third time the Panthers played 
Tech, and the other two meetings had identical 
66-53 results with Eastern on the losing end. 
Tennessee Tech (21 -7) took a 17-4 lead fueled 
by a 13-0 run in the game's opening five min-
utes. 
Eastern (8-20) answered with an 8-0 run of 
its own, but fell behind 35-21 at the half. 
The Panthers came into Tuesday's game 
with a 'bend-not-break' attitude in defending 
Tennessee Tech senior leading scorer Janet 
H olt. H olt, who was named the OVC's Player 
of the Year Tuesday for the third consecutive 
season, scored only 13 points, which is 10 
points under her season average (23.6 points 
per game, which is the nation's second-best 
average) . 
Instead it was sophomore forward Jennifer 
Wilhelm who got the better of the Panther 
defense. She had a game-high 14 points includ-
ing a 2-for-2 shooting night from beyond the 
three-point arc. Senior guard Allison Clark 
added 13 points to the Golden Eaglettes' effort. 
Clark was 3-for-6 from long range. 
"I didn't really think we did that bad of a job 
on (Holt)," Wunder said . "But Clark really hurt 
us, especially in the first half. The threes she 
made really took a lot out of us." 
The Panthers couldn't overcome their 29 
turnovers and shot only 2-for-11 from three-
point range. 
The Golden Eaglettes had only 16 turnovers 
and were 7-for-14 from beyond the arc. 
"This game doesn't show how good of a 
team we've become," Eastern senior Michelle 
Lewis said. "In our last few games, we'd been a 
lot more consistent and had been playing much 
better at home." 
Lewis had three points in the fmal game of 
her career on 1-for-4 shooting. 
Sophomore center Pam O'Connor led the 
Panthers with 11 points on 5-for-7 shooting. 
She battled with foul trouble throughout the 
game and Eastern couldn't get the ball inside to 
See WOMEN Page 11 
Colin McAuliffe/ Associate photo editor 
Sophomore guard Lauren Dailey goes up for a s hot against Tennessee Tech 
Tuesday night at the Eblen Center in Cookeville, Tenn. 
